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Introduction

Upon arrival in Paris in mid-August, I took the RER B from the airport straight to

my homestay. I was so excited to experience Paris that I neglected to check the weather.

Though the clouds in the sky looked deceptively non-threatening during the train ride to

my apartment, I walked up the stairs after reaching my stop only to realize that the

people passing me were drenched in water. Still, I was not worried. I knew that I had

packed my umbrella, and although I had forgotten exactly where I put it in my

backpack, it was a short 3 minute walk from the station to my residence. How bad could

it be?

The sheer extent of the flooding on the streets came into view as I ascended the

stairs. The sidewalks were channeling the water past the clogged storm drains and

continued rushing over the crosswalks in search of the lowest point. It was truly a

treacherous journey, even just those three blocks. In some places, the water reached

eight inches in height and roughly a yard in steady width across the path, moving at high

speeds. The worried looks on the faces of the people walking by me reflected my own

feelings on the situation.

This short anecdote hopefully serves a two-fold purpose. First, always be

prepared and attentive, no matter the situation and especially when in a new

environment or situation. The second is that as climate change exacerbates patterns of

severe weather, it is fair to expect more frequent severe weather conditions of every

type. After seeing the flooded streets of Paris, I began thinking about how green spaces

could be used as natural drains. Excess water flow would be less of a problem if instead

of water being forced to flow over concrete surfaces like sidewalks and roadways which

have very low infiltration capacity, a metric based on the porosity of the material, there

were frequent patches of exposed soil that water could saturate instead of being

relegated to unfettered flowing and flooding over the concrete ground. Those patches of

soil could also support trees, flower beds, and other types of greenery. The experience

also changed my goals for this project as well. While my original goal was to experiment

with how tree canopy walkways could be implemented in the Parisian cityscape, I also

became more interested in what Parisians value in green spaces and how changes could

be made to the current infrastructure to accommodate the citizens’ needs and desires.

To find out how to orientate my survey questions for the Parisians, I expanded

my research briefly to look at environmental ethics, a discipline which is primarily

concerned with “[studying] the moral relationship of human beings to, and also the

value and moral status of, the environment and its non-human contents,” as defined by

the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
1

One of the most important topics in

environmental ethics is instrumental versus intrinsic value, where one must look at

1 Brennan, Andrew and Norva Y. S. Lo, "Environmental Ethics", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(Summer 2022 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.),
plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2022/entries/ethics-environmental/. Accessed August 13th, 2022.
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what direct value a public works project has, for example, in attracting tourists

(intrinsic) versus what effects society experiences after the implementation of certain

public works (instrumental).
2

Considering the materialistic nature of our world, I found

a way to add in an economic component in my second round of surveying with the goal

of reducing apprehension among respondents because of the investment of tax dollars

that the city would need in order to fund one of the hypothetical projects proposed to

them. Simultaneously, being able to convey to respondents that the economic factors are

being considered is important in making a realistic proposal.

My introduction to environmental ethics reinforced my resolve to incorporate the

opinions and perspectives of as many Parisians as possible into the development of this

project. In recognition that the discipline of environmental ethics has only been

established in the last half-century, it was clear to me that this project also had the

potential to recreate the long-lost relationship of some Parisians with their natural

environment. As someone who had only just begun exploring this relationship in his

own life, I knew that doing so would be yet another lofty goal, but one worth exploring

and experimenting. One particularly striking excerpt from my reading on environmental

ethics examined historian Lynn White’s argument that “the main strands of

Judeo-Christian thinking had encouraged the overexploitation of nature by maintaining

the superiority of humans over all other forms of life on earth, and by depicting all of

nature as created for the use of humans.”
3

What better place to explore environmental

conscientiousness during a climate change-oriented era than in a notorious

pays-catholique?

Background

A Brief Arboreal History of Paris

Baron Haussmann was appointed by Emperor Napoleon III in the mid 19th

century to “renovate” Paris with new boulevards, parks and other public works. In

seventeen years, Haussmann and his team replaced the city walls of Paris with

tree-lined boulevards. Even though the new Haussmannian Paris included streets with a

thirty meter width, the city infrastructure was not conducive to large street trees, which

3 Ibid.

2 Brennan, Andrew and Norva Y. S. Lo, "Environmental Ethics", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(Summer 2022 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.),
plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2022/entries/ethics-environmental/. Accessed August 13th, 2022.
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were therefore pollarded (had their tops and branches cut to promote new growth while

keeping them small) every year. This type of maintenance kept trees in “perpetual

adolescence and allowed them to exist with much smaller soil volumes,” while

simultaneously limiting the potential of street trees.
4

Modern Paris still reflects much of the Haussmanian layout, including just under

100,000 street trees out of a total of 484,000 trees in the city itself. There have been 190

different tree species identified in France, mostly broadleaved.
5

Even though Paris is

incredibly focused on maintaining and improving its green spaces, life for trees in the

city is not easy. Trees in Paris have very high rates of disease and death due to pollution

and other urban factors, which are only expected to worsen with climate change.
6

Most

street trees and trees in public spaces live to just 60 to 80 years, and while this lifespan

is better than the average lifespan of urban trees in the United States, this lifespan has

already begun shrinking over the last few decades and is projected to continue to

decrease (Appendix 1).
7

The Pros of Parks

The new Paris created by Haussmann was considered to be progressive or even

revolutionary in many ways, considering that his reformation of Paris was completed

long before any substantial research had been conducted on the myriad positive social

impacts of widespread green spaces in cities. Haussmann’s work resulted in the robust

park and green space network still omnipresent in the city today, but of course, Paris is

unique with respect to its urban design. In comparison with the United States, David

Barth notes that “parks and recreation system planning has long been overlooked as an

effective tool for community sustainability, resiliency, and livability.”
8

While the United

States may have lost much of its propensity for creating green spaces in cities, French

and American literature alike have studied its benefits (Appendix 3).

According to French literature titled Directives sur la foresterie urbaine et

périurbaine (Guidelines on urban and suburban forestry), public administrators should

8Barth, David. Parks and Recreation System Planning (p. 5). Island Press. Kindle Edition.

7Institut Nationale de l’Information, “More than 190 tree species inventoried in France”, Forest Inventory,
https://inventaire-forestier.ign.fr/spip.php?rubrique87. Accessed Auguest 13th, 2022.

6Lisa, “484,000 Trees in Paris”, FUSAC, https://fusac.fr/trees-in-paris/. Accessed August 13th, 2022.

5Institut Nationale de l’Information, “More than 190 tree species inventoried in France”, Forest Inventory,
https://inventaire-forestier.ign.fr/spip.php?rubrique87. Accessed Auguest 13th, 2022.

4Deeproot, “History of Street Trees in Paris: The Golden Age of the Boulevard”, Smart Cities Dive,
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/history-street-trees-pariscity-making-and-g
olden-age-boulevard/149376/. Accessed August 13th, 2022.
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consider urban forests as essential infrastructure that has “tangible effects of the quality

of life, security, and public health.”
9

Other benefits of accessible green spaces include a

30% decrease in clinical depression for those who take frequent walks in green spaces, a

delay of five years in severe health problems after an increase of 10% more green space

in a city, and a study conducted in London showed that medical prescriptions can

decrease by up to 1.18 prescriptions per 1000 people for every tree added per kilometer

of road.
10

Nonetheless, tree conservation is still associated more with middle-of-nowhere

forests or areas that are frequently targeted for deforestation by the lumber and

agriculture industries. Reforestation (planting trees of a species already present in a

forest) and afforestation (planting trees in areas where no trees existed before in large

quantities) is much more common in urban areas, as cities are much more cognizant

now of the need for clean air and all the other benefits that trees provide. However,

while “planting trees is good, saving trees is better." And that is exactly the title of an

article published by the World Wildlife Foundation. Although the article is oriented

towards companies, its explanation of mitigation hierarchies (Appendix 2) is a good tool

when looking at how best to support nature within any city.
11

In brief, conservation of

healthy, old trees partnered with actions to reduce pollution and environmental

degradation is better than serial planting new trees in an environment to promote

biodiversity, provide clean air, and for the purposes of this project, supporting tree

canopy walkways. Anthropogenic restoration initiatives in degraded ecosystems after

periods of deforestation or removal of green space are often implemented in cities as

natural regenerative processes are often too slow to meet the restoration goals of

densely-populated areas. For any adverse environmental impacts that are unavoidable

in urban green spaces, compensatory or rectifying measures may also be implemented.
12

Project Goals

During the summers of 2021 and 2022, I had the pleasure of interning with

Mission Green, a sub-organization of the TREE Foundation. Led by Meg Lowman,

12 Ibid.

11 Stevenson, Martha, “Planting trees is good. Saving existing forests is better. Protecting people and
nature is best”, World Wildlife Foundation,
https://www.worldwildlife.org/blogs/sustainability-works/posts/planting-trees-is-good-saving-existing-forest
s-is-better-protecting-people-and-nature-is-best. Accessed August 13th, 2022.

10Ibid.

9 “Directives sur la foresterie urbaine et périurbaine”, N.p., Food & Agriculture Org., 2018.
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affectionately known as “Canopy Meg” and “The Arbornaut,” Mission Green charges

itself to create ten tree canopy walkways in ten endangered forests around the world in a

span of ten years. The walkways are suspended bridges usually between two trees or

supported by pillars, and are oriented towards researchers as well as ecotourists. Not

only do sustainably developed projects have a minimal impact on forests while also

serving to conserve and protect the trees within them, but they create jobs for local

communities and bring in money to the local economy from the aforementioned

ecotourists. While in Paris, my primary goal was to assess the practicality and potential

reception to projects like these in the street trees or woods of Paris.

In addition to assessing tree canopy walkways in Paris, I also quickly evolved the

project to look at how tree accessibility could be improved. Because Paris is poised to be

one of the leading cities to attack climate shifts, it is vital that tree accessibility be

improved in the city, especially to target children and young people. During my first

excursion to a park, at Buttes-Chaumont, I was identifying trees and ground cover

around the park when I overheard a woman asking her kids to go play in the grass

rather than on the pavement. It occurred to me at that moment that there is a large

audience for more opportunities for kids to immerse themselves in trees by climbing,

exploring, or learning about trees in any park. Not only do trees have much unrealized

potential in addressing the climate crisis, but they also make for fun playgrounds.

However, it is vital that citizens can take ownership and be proud of the green spaces

and sustainable/environmental developments in their home for the developments to be

successful and have the desired effects. Without public support, green spaces will cease

being protected or even maintained, and there will be no desire for improvement at all.
13

To understand better what improvements to their green infrastructure would be

approved of by Parisians, it is important to first understand the primary ways in which

Western society gives value to green spaces and other environmental public works.

Because this research project takes an observational approach, the qualitative factors

considered were largely influenced by the Project for Public Spaces, a non-profit

organization that looks critically at parks around the world and examines the

characteristics that make them successful (Appendix 4).
14

This study is charged with

looking at which characteristics Parisians themselves appreciate the most.

14 “What Makes a Successful Place?”, Project for Public Spaces, 2019. Accessed August 13th, 2022.

13Barth, David. Parks and Recreation System Planning (p. 6). Island Press. Kindle Edition.
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Methods

The aforementioned Directives sur la foresterie urbaine et périurbaine were

designed to establish a process for examining and managing green spaces (Appendix 5).

For this study, this process was simulated to identify how different green spaces could

be improved or modified to better meet the social or physical needs of Parisians. The

procedure begins with an appreciation or valuation of the area. For the purposes of this

study, a social valuation was performed through a survey. Second, priorities are

established relative to the specific characteristics of a green space. Once areas of

improvement are identified, the next step is development of the area. For this study,

digital models of different developments were constructed. Next is the implementation

of these ideas. While usually that involves extensive planning and then construction, for

this study, the development models were presented to respondents in another survey.

The cycle was repeated for each green space studied.

In order to get the “Parisian perspective” on green spaces, two different surveys

were sent out. The first survey aimed to establish how much the “average” Parisian is

invested in climate change action, and to introduce the idea of tree canopy walkways in

the Parisian landscape. Respondents also had the opportunity to list their favorite green

spaces in the city, many of which I was able to incorporate into the list of green spaces to

profile. The profile sheet templates used to evaluate each green space in a standardized

manner were informed by the characteristics that respondents look for in green spaces

when considering which ones to spend time.

The profile sheet templates were also informed by Information for Urban Forest

Planning and Management. Basic green space information to be collected in these

profiles includes location, type of green space, and vegetation/tree species and size.

Information on safety features found or lacking in the green spaces or need for

maintenance is also included.
15

The size of each green space in Paris can be found on the

Ville de Paris website, and the site sizes were adapted for this study.
16

To categorize each

green space, I adapted the criteria set by Directives sur la foresterie urbaine et

périurbaine where green spaces were classified as either city parks or urban woods

(parcs de ville et forêts urbaines), a mini park or garden with trees (mini-parcs et jardins

avec des arbres), street trees or trees in public spaces (arbres des rues ou dans les places

publiques), or other green spaces with trees (autres espaces verts avec des arbres)

(Appendix 6).
17

The profile template also includes a section on “assessing tree health,”

17“Directives sur la foresterie urbaine et périurbaine”, N.p., Food & Agriculture Org., 2018.

16 Ville de Paris, “Parc Montsouris”, Convention and Visitors Bureau.
https://en.parisinfo.com/paris-museum-monument/71218/Parc-Montsouris . Accessed August 30, 2022.

15Schipperijn, Jasper   et al., “Information for Urban Forest Planning and Management”,
Urban Forests and Trees (pp.399-417), 2005.
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which provides information on if branches are dead and losing leaves, if dead branches

from a tree are found scattered around the trunk, if there are noticeable cracks or splits

in the wood that could become infected, if there are diseases or fungi present, if the

trunks are straight, if the trees are properly pruned, if there is torn bark, or if there are

vines slowly leeching nutrients from the tree. A lot of tree health factors are able to be

identified using an application called “PictureThis” on iOS. By simply taking a photo or

scanning a plant, the app is able to identify not only the species and provide information

on the specific plant, but also it is able to identify diseases that the plant is suffering

from or fungi/vines that are hindering the plant. On a larger scale, each green space was

also identified as being either a site of deforestation, reforestation, afforestation, or

conservation.

Although exact tree counts were not taken in each site, between fifteen and

twenty trees were sampled at each location. Tree canopy walkways also require that the

trees on which they are attached or by which they are supported are of substantial girth

and strength. As the current recommended tree diameter for constructing a tree house is

one foot, the template allows for an evaluation of roughly how many of the trees in the

area are two feet in diameter so that ample confidence can be had in the strength of the

supports that a walkway would have. The last “green” element of the green spaces

examined through the template is the ground cover surrounding the trees. This factor is

particularly important because it provides context on the original purpose of the green

space (e.g. if there are many more flower beds than tree planters, perhaps the green

space is targeting more botany lovers than arborists). Ground cover is also very

important for supporting healthy tree ecosystems, and so the quality of the ground cover

and how managed or well-cared for the ground is suggests that the trees are also

well-cared for or not. For the purposes of this study, grass is not considered good

ground cover due to its low water retention and inability to support tree health in the

same way as ivy and other forms of ground cover can.

In a world headed towards a lower emissions future, bike and pedestrian routes

are on the rise. Bike paths and bike infrastructure are particularly important

considerations for green spaces, as are practical pathing for pedestrians and cyclists to

get through or around a green space to their desired destination relatively efficiently and

safely. Secondly, the green space profiles account for safety issues such as noting

cameras or floodlights present in the green space and if the people in the park at a given

time are using the space responsibly. It is also important to note if any police or city

workers were seen working in the park, as that presence can be a very large crime

deterrent. Lastly, handicap accessibility was assessed. Although there is a section for

accessibility on the Parisian website for many parks and recreational spaces, the

template serves to verify that information as well as provide more detail on accessibility

throughout the park.
18

18 Ville de Paris, “Parc Montsouris”, Convention and Visitors Bureau.
https://en.parisinfo.com/paris-museum-monument/71218/Parc-Montsouris . Accessed August 30, 2022.
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In addition to the PictureThis application, SketchUp Online was used to create

the tree canopy proposals used for the second survey and ArcGIS Online was used to

create an interactive map of the parks visited and their relative locations.

Results

The first survey sent out to respondents had fourteen responses. From the

fourteen responses, the average age of the respondents was 27.7 years. There were nine

respondents who identified as masculine and two who identified as feminine, and three

who did not identify. First, the survey asked respondents to evaluate themselves on their

1) personal investment against climate change on a scale from one to ten and 2) interest

in environmentalism and environmental ethics. To the first question, the average

answer was 6.5 and to the second, the average answer was 7.5.

The first survey provided information primarily on how green spaces could be

most useful for Parisians, as well as some names of different parks and woods that the

study could target. The green spaces such as Parc des Buttes-Chaumont, Crystal Park,

Jardin des Champs-Elysées, Parc Monceau, Jardin des Plantes, and Bois de Vincennes

were all suggested by the respondents. Within the parks, respondents were asked to

think of what characteristics of a green space make it more or less agreeable to spend

time in. Responses to this question ranged significantly, but there was a general

consensus of the need for more green spaces of any kind. Some responses emphasized

street trees in particular given that they are able to reduce ambient heat in the streets of

Paris very well, and others emphasized a desire for more grass and squares. Other ideas

included in the survey responses were the addition of green walls and facades along

streets and creating green patches in parking spots to act as drains and reduce flooding

during heavy rains.

One concern voiced by a few respondents was that green spaces in Paris are

frequently used as unofficial homeless shelters by the city, pointing to both a need for

better security and monitoring infrastructure and also more resources for the homeless.

Egality in the quality of green spaces between arrondissements, referring to the twenty

regions that the city is divided into, and the green spaces within them was also brought

to light. A very unexpected response in the survey stated that Parisian gardens are too

manicured and perhaps more unfettered growth would be better aesthetically and

functionally, suggesting that the idea of the “French garden” might need to change to

better accommodate climate change goals. It is very important to note that community

building opportunities or other social functions were not discussed in any responses

from this survey.

The survey then presented photos and an explanation of tree canopy walkways

and their functions. When asked if a project like the construction of a tree canopy
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walkway could work in Paris, there were three votes for “yes”, six for “maybe”, and four

for “no”. However, in response to the question of if they would like to see tree canopy

walkways in Paris, twelve respondents answered “yes” while only two answered “no”.

Four tree walkways were conceptualized and constructed digitally to be presented

in the second survey. Each proposed walkway was raised to a height of three meters, and

a bus stop was modeled nearby to demonstrate how this elevated walkway could work in

conjunction with pre-existing infrastructure. No entrances or exits were designed for

these proposals. The first proposal was a suspended bridge supported intermittently by

pylons in addition to the street trees. If constructed like this, walkways could be

constructed in many more places because the weight of the walkway would not rely

solely on the perhaps feeble street trees. The width and length are variable. A brief

description of this proposal was provided in the survey, explaining how elevating the

walkway would leave space to add gardens and many more bike racks on the ground

level to be used by those commuting without a personal vehicle. This location was not

designed to be handicap accessible (Appendix 7).

The second proposal aimed to create a stabilized walkway between the street

trees of Paris, but in such a way that the elevated walkway could weave between and

around the street trees. By relying on pylons instead of the strength of the trees, this

version of a walkway has a steady width of two meters, but a provision was added that

the width and length of each section of walkway could change depending on the

location. This version of the walkway would be inherently more expensive than a

suspended bridge, but due to its more solid construction, it could easily accommodate

elevators rendering it handicap accessible (Appendix 7).

Similar to the first proposal, the third proposal is a suspended bridge constructed

around street trees. However, in this version, the walkway is built on street trees on the

meridian of a road, not on the sides. While this proposal aims to target the privacy of

those who live in apartment buildings, it means sacrificing some of the accessibility of

the walkways unless subterranean or elevated crosswalks are also considered (Appendix

8).

In effect, the fourth proposal is a miniature, less iconic version, of the Coulée

Verte which is an elevated walkway filled with green space like gardens, trees, shrubs,

and even some exotic plants. This proposed walkway would be constructed in the middle

of the street on a meridian similar to the third proposal, but would be more handicap

accessible due to better stabilization. It could be constructed in one or two parallel

sections, with entries and exits near bus and metro stops (Appendix 9).

The second survey charged respondents with ranking each proposed walkway one

to four based on combined aesthetic and functional characteristics. The first two

proposals tied in rankings with an average of 1.7. The third proposal averaged 3, and the

fourth proposal had a unanimous recommendation of 4. Respondents noted in the

survey that the first two proposals pose the threat of masking the shops and building
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numbers on the lower floors, but they also have a limited view of the urban landscape

compared to the third and fourth proposals.

Conclusion

The products of this study are many, ranging from more than a dozen green space

profiles to templates for surveys in French about green spaces to 3D models of tree

canopy walkways built for urban landscapes. Given the range of material generated for

this project, it is therefore vitally important to acknowledge some of the areas that

future research can target. When sampling trees around the different green spaces, only

between fifteen and twenty trees were sampled in a given location. While the standard

for measuring forest biodiversity is to measure the number and species of trees in a

one-hectare plot, this approach has recently been challenged, not to mention an

endeavor like this would require an extraordinary amount of resources.
19

There is also a

huge opportunity to examine how the walls and facades of buildings can be used to

make vertical green spaces. Not only would this serve to provide even cleaner air to the

city, but also would serve to address some of the privacy concerns as were seen with the

first and second tree canopy walkway proposals where walkways were elevated in close

proximity to apartments. In a city as intentionally designed as Paris, another

consideration for future work would be in exploring how aesthetic and climate

change-oriented goals can be tied together to improve a location in both aspects.

Another key takeaway from the research and the future of trees and green spaces

in Paris is that there is not just a need, but also a matching desire to teach young people

about the role of trees and green spaces in cities. By getting young people interested in

science or conservation from a young age, a city can produce both happy citizens and

activists who in turn will push society forward. In the case of trees, it may be surprising

to find out that scientists have only barely touched the surface, so to speak, of the

biodiversity in trees and tree systems in general.

Only some green spaces in Paris could be examined during the three week-long

research. Due to time and resource constraints, some green spaces recommended by

respondents or that are of personal interest to me had to be omitted from the project.

For future work, some green spaces that were suggested by respondents include Parc

Montsouris and Champ de Mars. Some green spaces that hold a particularly important

place in French or Parisian history include Square Jaccacio,  Santiago de chili, Jardin of

the Musée Rodin, and Parc de la Villette.

19Baraloto, Christopher, “How to Measure Forest Biodiversity.” Science in the Classroom,
https://www.scienceintheclassroom.org/research-papers/how-measure-forest-biodiversity. Accessed 26
August, 2022.
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Appendix 1:

https://www.worldwildlife.org/blogs/sustainability-works/posts/planting-trees-i
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The figure shows how the annual average death rate of many common tree species in

France has increased significantly over the periods indicated.

Appendix 2:
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Adapted from Eco-Intelligent. The figure represents the mitigation hierarchy, where the

most sustainable action is to avoid any environmental impact. This figure is widely used

by corporations and large entities when focussing on climate change mitigation

measures.

Appendix 3:

Economic: Environmental

Sustainability:

Alleviating Social Problems:

• Attracting tourists

• Attracting businesses

• Attracting retirees

• Enhancing real estate

values

• Reducing taxes

• Stimulation of equipment

sales

• Protecting drinking

water

• Controlling flooding

• Cleaning air

• Reducing traffic

congestion

• Reducing energy costs

• Preserving biological

diversity

• Reducing environmental stress

• Community regeneration

Cultural and historic preservation

• Facilitating healthy lifestyles

• Alleviating deviant youth

behavior

• Raising levels of education

attainment

• Alleviating unemployment

distress

Appendix 4:

This figure displays some of the characteristics identified in shaping our perspectives on

how value is assigned to nature.
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Appendix 5:

My study was modelled after this figure. Each step in the cycle represents an important

consideration and period of difficult reflection.

Appendix 6:

Forêts et surfaces boisées

périurbaines

Forêts et surfaces boisées

entourant les villes qui peuvent

fournir des biens et des services

comme du bois, des fibres, des

fruits, d’autres produits forestiers

non ligneux, de l’eau potable, et

des lieux de récréation et de

tourisme.

Parcs de ville et forêts urbaines Grands parcs urbains ou de

quartier présentant une couverture

terrestre variée et en partie équipés

d’installations de loisir et de

récréation.
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Mini-parcs et jardins avec des

arbres

Petits parcs de quartier équipés

d’installations de loisir/récréation,

jardins privés et espaces verts.

Arbres des rues ou dans les places

publiques

Peuplements linéaires, petits

groupes d’arbres, et arbres

individuels se trouvant dans des

places, des parkings, des rues, etc.

Autres espaces verts avec des

arbres

Par exemple, les parcelles agricoles

urbaines, terrains de sport,

terrains inoccupés, pelouses,

berges des fleuves, champs,

cimetières, et jardins botaniques.

Appendix 7:

First Walkway Proposal
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Appendix 8:

Second Walkway Proposal
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Appendix 9:

Third Walkway Proposal

Appendix 10:

Fourth Walkway Proposal
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Park Profiles

Green markers represent green spaces already profiled, orange markers represent  next

optimal locations for profiling.
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Bois de Boulogne

Address: Bois de Boulogne, 75016 Paris, France

Size (app.): 8.720976 km
2

(2,155 acres/873 hectares)

Green space

classification:

Forests or suburban wooded area

Species of trees

observed:

Gingko, Sycamore, Horse chestnut, Sugar berry/hackberry, Norway

maple, Loblolly pine, Common ash, White oak, English oak, Cornelian

cherry, Common hawthorn, Black locust, Green ash, Katsura, Honey

locust

Assess tree health: There are many dead trees, perhaps at a 1:5 ratio with living trees.

There are also scattered fallen branches. Many of the trees suffer as

there is lots of brownspot present. Lots of healthy fungi on the trees

were identified, however. Trees well cared for mostly, supports are

provided where needed.

Tree maturity: Mix 50/50

Ground cover: English ivy, Orchard grass, Himalayan blackberry

Conservation

status:

There is active conservation in the forests where healthy trees are.

Reforestation initiatives have started along the roads, where many

young saplings have been planted.

Immediate need for

improvements:

Bike paths are not well marked. They often cross pedestrian paths when

it is not necessary.

Safety factors: Lots of traffic on roads running around and through the woods. Mostly

good lighting all around the park, but off of some paths there is no

lighting. After talking with many Parisians, Bois de Boulognes is

well-known for the prostitutes who get clients there.

Is it bike safe? Yes. There are lots of bike lanes that are mostly well-maintained.

Accessibility: This forest is very handicap accessible. Some paved paths are covered in

sand, but there are usually routes available that avoid the sand. In the

forest itself, even though they are dirt, the baths are mostly

bike-friendly.

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

There needs to be more color/gardens with flowers.
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Bois de Vincennes

Address: Bois de Vincennes, 75012 Paris, France

Size (app.): 9.95 km
2

(995 hectares/2,459 acres)

Green space

classification:

Forests or suburban wooded area

Species of trees

observed:

American sycamore, Old world sycamore , field maple, manchurian

lime, northern red oak, European buckthorn, maple, wild cherry, honey

locust/Christmas fern

Assess tree health: There are dead trees scattered around the forest. There are also

remnants of vines on healthy trees. Some trees are overrun with vines.

50% of the healthy trees look unimpeded, comfortably established. The

woods look responsibly managed in that fallen leaves are left to nourish

the forest as they decay, and trees appear to be pruned in healthy

amounts regularly.

Tree maturity: The trees observed are mostly young, and mostly feeble. It would take a

lot of consideration to build a walkway that is structurally sound here.

Ground cover: Blackberry, English ivy

Conservation

status:

There is no sign of active conservation initiatives within the forest, nor

deforestation nor reforestation efforts.

Immediate need for

improvements:

The trees do not look regularly pruned. No one was seen caring for the

woods at all during the large portion of the woods I walked through,

suggesting that maintenance is irregular or non-existent.

Safety factors: No police or city workers are seen during my visit. There are no lights to

light the paths at all either. Paths are, however, well marked and

cleared of debris for the most part, particularly the paths located near

main roads or well traveled routes. Many homeless people are seen

during the observational period, but not in groups larger than 2 or 3 or

that seemed to pose a threat to anyone else enjoying the park.

Is it bike safe? There are many bikes and bikers, a surprise given that the paths are not

well paved. All in all the paths seem relatively safe, and the fact that

many bikers are seen using the paths instead of the road reinforce that

assumption.

Handicap friendly? Yes, all paths observed were handicap accessible weather permitting

(heavy rains would yield very dangerous muddy paths).

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

There is a long stretch of dirt leading South from the Chateau de

Vincennes that would be perfect for another botanical garden.
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Coulée verte René-Dumont

Promenade plantée

aqueduct

Address: 1 Coulée Verte René-Dumont, 75012 Paris, France

Size (app.): 6.5 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Norway maple, flowering almond, Japanese cherry, white

poplar/cherry, basswood/Italian alder, smoke tree, giant and golden

bamboo, sweet cherry, cherry plum, can palm, little leaf linden along

connecting stretches , common oak, beaked hazelnut

Assess tree health: On the aqueduct itself, very poor tree health is observed. Many common

but destructive diseases are identified, including concerning species of

fungi and brownspot. On the lower, wider, and deeper parts of the park

the trees were much healthier and bigger. There is not much room for

trees to grow on the elevated section, but stronger trees are found in the

lower section.

Tree maturity: Mostly young and feeble trees are on the elevated sections, while the

stronger trees are located in the lower section.

Ground cover: Norway rose, carex pendula (monkey grass), St. John’s wart, euonymus

Conservation

status:

Conservation

Immediate need for

improvements:

N/A

Safety factors: The park has a clearly posted and enforced closing time. Fencing

around the entirety of it; however, there is very poor lighting for dusk.

No police presence but many city workers.

Is it bike safe? Yes. Lanes individually marked for bikes. Most routes are practical,

most paths are respected for exclusive bike or pedestrian use.

Accessibility: Mostly. Some parts of the lower Coulée Verte are hard to access by

wheelchair or crutches. There are lifts, but they are few and far between

and the entrances to them are not well marked.

How can this green

space better suit the

There are already many gardens and flower spaces. Exercise equipment

is built into different offshoots of the park. Some of these spaces are
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needs of Parisians? private, some very visible.

Crystal Park

Address: 63 Rue de Villiers, 92300 Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

Size (app.): N/A (<0.5 hectares)

Green space

classification:

Mini park or garden with trees

Species of trees

observed:

N/A (This is a private park, no public access)

Assess tree health: very well cared for, cultivated. Trees are left naturally in planters that

are not over maintained

Tree maturity: From outside of the fence, appears to be mostly feeble and overly

manicured.

Ground cover: No. Sparse flowers are present.

Conservation

status:

N/A

Immediate need for

improvements:

There  are no gardens, which seems crazy for such a pretentious park.

Planting more trees would make the whole park shadier, hence nicer to

relax in as well.

Safety factors: The entrances are well-monitored and the fences are about 3 meters

tall, so it is one of the most secured gardens in Paris. Sidewalks are well

maintained.

Is it bike safe? This park is not made to accommodate any bike routes or bike storage.

Accessibility: Yes

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

It could become public!

Cimètiere du Père Lachaise

Address: 16 Rue du Repos, 75020 Paris, France
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Size (app.): 0.44 km
2

(44 hectares)

Green space

classification:

Other green space with trees

Species of trees

observed:

Horse chestnut, cherry laurel, persimmon , Arizona cypress , sycamore

Assess tree health: There is lots of brownspot (every tree identified also had brownspot).

This cemetery was not made to foster trees or planters; trees are

improperly cared for.

Tree maturity: Mix. Some main paths of Père Lachaise are lined with string sycamores,

some streets have just been lined with young trees (chestnut,

persimmon).

Ground cover: Wild flowers, weeds.

Conservation

status:

There is some active conservation/afforestation. See photos. Memorial

gardens are highly variable in quality.

Immediate need

for improvements:

Yes. The cemetery needs to open the space for trees to grow as the trees

are suffering in their current locations.

Safety factors: Cameras, lights and personnel are all present. Cemetery has strict

closing times and high fences, as well as 24/7 monitoring by on-site

personnel.

One unexpected safety hazard is that the cobblestone paths found

throughout the cemetery are aesthetic, but not practical for pedestrians

or bikes.

Is it bike safe? Not at all, but the cemetery is not designed to be a thru-way for bikes.

Accessibility: No.

How can this green

space better suit

the needs of

Parisians?

This is difficult to assess since it’s a cemetery. The cobblestone paths

found throughout the cemetery are aesthetic, but not practical.

Esplanade des Invalides

Address: 129 Rue de Grenelle, 75007 Paris, France
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Size (app.): 0.123 km
2

(12.25 hectares)

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Oak, little leaf linden

Assess tree health: There is lots of brownspot. The trees are generally healthy, although

they are not given very much soil to grow in. There are no scattered

branches, suggesting that the site is well-managed and that the trees are

generally healthy.

Tree maturity: Mostly feeble

Ground cover: None, the ground even around the trees is all dirt or grass.

Conservation

status:

Well conserved area. Trees that are weak have support.

Immediate need for

improvements:

The area could accommodate more gardens, making it even more

attractive to the numerous tourists who already visit this area.

Safety factors: Lights are everywhere. The heavily traveled roads running through the

Esplanade act as a good monitoring system.

Is it bike safe? Very. Note the many efficient pedestrian and bike paths pathed

throughout the Esplanade.

Accessibility: Yes

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

Add more gardens

Jardin des Tuileries

Address: Jardin des Tuileries, Pl. de la Concorde, 75001 Paris

Size (app.): 25.5 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods
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Types of trees

observed:

Horse chestnut, Norway maple , palm trees, white mulberry, American

linden, eastern hophornbeam, American sycamore

Assess tree health: There is lots of brownspot, but few to no parasitic vines observed.

Tree maturity: Mix. There are not many strong trees, as most are between 8 and 12 in.

in diameter.

Ground cover: There is nothing notable. Putting in flower patches around the trees is a

practical and desirable addition here.

Conservation

status:

Conservation site (the park managers do a commendable job of

protecting older frail trees)

Immediate need for

improvements:

There is so much room for more gardens.

Safety factors: It is very safe, even though most of the park is open 24/7. Some parts

are closed off at night with high gates. Located adjacent to the

president’s house, there are police everywhere.

Is it bike safe? Yes, but not practical given that it is one of the most heavily trafficked

areas in Paris.

Accessibility: Very handicap accessible.

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

The park could accommodate many more gardens.

Jardin des Plantes

The garden has a total of 2,679 species.

Address: 57 Rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris

Size (app.): Surface area of 4.5 ha with a greenhouse area of 688 m
2

and an

orangery of 267 m
2
.

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Common holly, Sycamore, Cherry laurel, Chinese yew, Kentucky coffee

tree, Leatherleaf viburnum, Pacific yew, Eastern white pine, American

elm, Norway maple , Southern magnolia
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Assess tree health: Very healthy plants generally.

Tree maturity: Mix, largely smaller trees but older and stronger trees are located on

the hill (not pictured)

Ground cover: English ivy, Jérusalem sage

Conservation

status:

Conservation

Immediate need for

improvements:

No

Safety factors: Garden is very safe with people monitoring all entries/exits and

cameras on the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle and other surrounding

buildings. The park has a clearly posted and enforced closing time.

Is it bike safe? Yes

Accessibility: Yes

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

Jardin du Luxembourg

Address: Jardin du Luxembourg, 75006 Paris

Size (app.): 22.45 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

No identification conducted at this location (due to regulations).

Assess tree health: There are hundreds of trees, but many are stunted due to pavement over

their roots and all around the tree right up to the trunk. NO brownspot

observed, however.

Tree maturity: Very old but very fragile.
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Ground cover: None

Conservation

status:

Conservation site

Immediate need

for improvements:

N/A

Safety factors: Considering that this park is located adjacent to the Senate building, the

level of security is quite high.

Is it bike safe? Yes, but not very practical given the constant pedestrian traffic.

Accessibility: Yes, although some places are full of gravel.

How can this green

space better suit

the needs of

Parisians?

Jardins d’Éole

lots of paved areas and courts for recreational activities as well

Address: 56 Rue d'Aubervilliers, 20 Rue du Département, 75018 Paris

Size (app.): 4.2 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Field elm, America. Hazelnut, eastern white line, Scot’s pine

Assess tree health: All trees look to be in good health. Due to the nature of the park, there

are not many larger trees but nonetheless, the trees that are here seem

well cared for.

The hydroponics pond has terrible algae growth, but it is located only in

one section of the park and does not seem to affect the larger ecosystem

significantly as the pond is surrounded by what looks to be a concrete

barrier.

Tree maturity: Mix

Ground cover: There is lots of dirt. Ground cover is not yet a viable option due to

abundant gravel and dirt.
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Conservation

status:

Conservation

Immediate need for

improvements:

It could easily accomodate more trees.

Safety factors: There are lights and tall fences. No police or workers are seen.

Is it bike safe? Not practical. Lanes are located directly adjacent to the park and are

easily accessible. There is no bike parking however, which is something

the park should consider given the number of bikers observed in and

around the park.

Accessibility: Yes

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

Jardins des Champs-Elysées

Address: 10 Av. des Champs-Élysées, 75008 Paris

Size (app.): 13.8 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Black locust, fig, Japanese cherry, deodar cedar, white mulberry, red

cedar, Chinese pistache, yellow buckeye, red maple, euodia, ginkgo

Assess tree health: There is lots of brownspot. The branches of trees look generally healthy.

Some trees in this park are extraordinarily old, and still appear to be

generally healthy. Some trunks are covered in ivy, which could be a sign

of neglect or the need for more maintenance.

Tree maturity: Pistache and cedars are strong, but the lines of maples closer to the

street are still young/small.

Ground cover: There is lots of good vegetation surrounding the arbored areas.

Conservation

status:

Conservation, but there could be more trees (reforestation)
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Immediate need for

improvements:

More trees are possible than are currently planted.

Safety factors: As these gardens are located only a few blocks away from the

president’s house, there is an extraordinary amount of security all

around the park (including lights, cameras etc.).

Is it bike safe? Yes, although most bike lanes are on the roads running adjacent to the

gardens. The paths currently in place are primarily pedestrian.

Accessibility: Yes

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

Jardin Anne Frank

Address: 14P Imp. Berthaud, 75003 Paris

Size (app.): 2,200 m² (0.22 ha)

Green space

classification:

Mini park or garden with trees

Species of trees

observed:

Sweet cherry, Eastern hemlock, Common lilac, Japanese viburnum,

Sweet mock orange, Chinese crap apple, Lierre grimpant, Mountains

ash, Chinese rose

Assess tree health: More brownspot can be observewd here. Ground cover is not grass. The

majority of trees are well-managed and do not appear to be dying. No

fungi or other maladies are observed.

Tree maturity: Mix, mostly feeble (90%)

Ground cover: No

Conservation

status:

Active conservation

Immediate need for

improvements:

N/A

Safety factors: It is a very isolated park, and no lights or other security tools are seen.

The park does have publicly posted closing times, and the gates at the

entrance of the park look sufficient to keep out anyone who might use
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the space irresponsibly.

Is it bike safe? No, this is a park located in a cul-de-sac. No bike storage is available,

either.

Accessibility: Yes

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

More flowered areas.

Parc de la Butte-du-Chapeau-Rouge

Address: 5 Av. Debidour, 75019 Paris

Size (app.): 4.7 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Salmon barberry, spotted laurel, magnolia, sweet chestnut, blue spruce,

fuchsia, blue beech, cherry laurel, little leaf linden

Assess tree health: very good. Parts of the park were fully deforested like buttes chaining to

make room for more seating areas. No fungi, disease, or parasitic vines

observed

Tree maturity: Mix.

Ground cover: N/A. Grass suited the needs of the park for people to hang out and do

community building activities.

Conservation

status:

Conservation

Immediate need for

improvements:

N/A

Safety factors: No police were seen. The park has a clearly posted and enforced closing

time.

Is it bike safe? It would not be practical to have bike paths given the size and location
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of the park. There are good bike parking options available.

Accessibility: Yes but only around the entrance/exit. The hill is only accessible by

stair.

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

Lots of potential for tree-education experiments here.

Parc des Buttes-Chaumont

iconic

Address: 1 Rue Botzaris, 75019 Paris

Size (app.): 24.73 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Horse chestnut, American lime, spotted laurel, little leaf linden,

persimmon, Yew

Assess tree health: There is lots of brownspot again. Many trees are in good/okay

condition. Fungus is everywhere, it is not identified as harmful though.

No vines are present. Trees have a lot of room to grow!

Tree maturity: 50/50, some good size, large and healthy. Others are very small.

Ground cover: There is good vegetation in many parts. The park is not overly

manicured, instead it is left natural and plants are healthy.

Conservation

status:

Many spaces have been cleared of trees to make seating for picnicking,

lounging, etc.

Immediate need for

improvements:

There is a visible potential for more opportunities for children to play in

or around the trees.

Safety factors: Many city workers are present. No lights in this park.

Is it bike safe? No, it is very hilly and not practical.

Accessibility: Yes. Ramps are everywhere, even on the hill with the gazebo.

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?

During the time of observation, the park already had many spaces for

children set up. However this was part of an experimental program with

a traveling cart of children’s activities funded by the city. Overheard at
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this park was a mother asking her kids to play in the grass instead of

with the wood and plastic toys on the concrete. This suggests an

opportunity for a canopy walkway, tree education experiences, or

maybe lawn games.

Parc Monceau

Address: 35 Bd de Courcelles, 75008 Paris, France

Size (app.): 8.2 ha

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

Tulip tree, black maple, sycamore, oak, red pine, giant sequoia?,

foxglove tree, common ash, cherry plum, Japanese cherry, spruce,

redbud, sycamores all along the street entering the park

Assess tree health: The trees are very diseased, particularly the cherry plum and a few of

the sycamores.

Tree maturity: mix. There is a good opportunity for elevated walkways among

sycamores

Ground cover: French white

Conservation status: Largely an area of conservation. Note the fenced in trees and supports

provided to saplings.

Immediate need for

improvements:

Toilets are not accessible to some people with physical handicaps.

Safety factors: The main paths are well lit. Multiple city workers seen.

Is it bike safe? It would not be practical to have bike paths given the size and location

of the park.

Accessibility: N/A

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?
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Square Monseigneur Maillet

Address: 16 Rue Augustin Thierry, 75019 Paris, France

Size (app.): 3045 m
2

(0.3 ha)

Green space

classification:

Mini park or garden with trees

Species of trees

observed:

Katsura tree, smoke tree, oak, witch hazel, European nettle tree

Assess tree health: There is very little vegetative space but trees and bushes are well cared

for and appear healthy.

Tree maturity: Mix, but there are very many strong trees present.

Ground cover: There are some weeds/flowers, nothing notable but slightly n/a

Conservation

status:

Aforrestation site

Immediate need for

improvements:

N/A

Safety factors: The park has a clearly posted and enforced closing time. The size of the

park is small enough so that cameras and lights aside from the street

side are not very practical.

Is it bike safe? It would not be practical to have bike paths given the size and location

of the park

Accessibility: Many physically handicapped people were enjoying the park when I

visited, as seen in the photos.

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?
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Square Barye

Address: 2 Bd Henri IV, 75004 Paris, France

Size (app.): 3000 m
2

(0.3 ha)

Green space

classification:

City parks or urban woods

Species of trees

observed:

No tree identifications were recorded at this location.

Assess tree health: Trees appear to be in very good condition at this location. No scattered

branches are observed, and the space surrounding the trees appears to

be very conducive to creating a healthy ecosystem. The trees are of

good size, suggesting that the trees are not too confined and have had

good opportunity to flourish in this location.

Tree maturity: Mostly old, but there are not many trees in general.

Ground cover: N/A

Conservation

status:

Conservation (done well!)

Immediate need for

improvements:

N/A

Safety factors: No cameras, no lights. The park has a clearly posted and enforced

closing time. The area around the park is heavily used as well.

Is it bike safe? It would not be practical to have bike paths given the size and location

of the park.

Accessibility: No, there are many steps leading down to a terrasse (the main

attraction of this park).

How can this green

space better suit the

needs of Parisians?


